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Do you have a cabinet full of hair products? When you see 

a new product, do you have to go try it? You my friend might 
be a “ Product Junkie". In order to find out what works for 

you, trying out different products from time to time can help. 
Once you find those products, you can use them to build a 

set regimen depending on the condition of your hair. One of 
the most important things to remember about natural hair is 
that, YOUR HAIR NEEDS MOISTURE. Retaining moisture is 

one of the ways to help retain length.
Products that have water as the first ingredient are ones that 
you should look for. Some products can be misleading, so it 
is really important that you read what you are about to put on 
your hair. Ingredients such as sulfate, petroleum, and para- 

ben are some of the ones that you can watch out for.
Conditioners that have a multipurpose can cut down 

the amount of products needed. Finding that “STAPLE” 
product is key. Curly hair tends to be dry so finding a deep 

treatment that caters to that is a must have.

^ IX’S SPRING LADIES! ENJOY 
THE WEATHER BUT WATCH 

OUT FOR BUGS! FLYING 
PEST CAN MESS UP YOUR 

DO!
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Gentleman, have you been looking for a cre
ative way to bring your style to life? Give COL
OR BLOCKING a tryl ln case you are wondering 
what that is, color blocking is when you incor
porate different garments of contrasting colors 
into your wardrobe. This strategy creates an 
eye-catching, yet presentable look that is not 
just ordinary but different. Some men tend to 
have a problem with putting daring colors into 
their wardrobe but a little color won’t hurt. With 
color blocking you have to be BOLD & CON
FIDENT. In other words either “GO BOLD, or 
GO HOME!” Colored pants are now becom
ing a must have in every dapper gentleman’s 
wardrobe. If you don’t have at least one pair of 
colored pants there’s a chance your style may 
be outdated. This is just one of the many ways 
to help you bring your style to life this SPRING  
& continue to be that Suitable Representable 

Intelligent Neat Gentleman.
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' This is a great example 
of color blocking, Xavier 
Adams has a simple but 

professional look going on 
with his yellow button 
down, red chinos, and 

navy blazer.

CHECK ME OUT ON 
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